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44 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 1 Don’t increase the investment and reduce the level of service we provide
Comments: what a load of rubbish options you hacks, wheres the option to leave it as it is? The roads are being
managed, you are not building new roads what so ever, shameless corruption.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: stop suffering delusions of grandeur Hauraki Council, for gods sake I know you just got a tonne of money
in rates rises in recent years from us ex Aucklanders moving in but enough of the vanity projects, just empty the dam
bins and stop blowing money on expensive council building refits and new vehicles and overseas jaunts for this idiot
scum bag mayor who thinks hes minister for tourism .
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Don’t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: Ngatea looks ten times better than Paeroa main street and you want to upgrade their? what are five year
olds employed as town planners?
TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: waste of money
WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: tighten your own belts and enough of milking rate payers for all they have you
blatant thieves, drunk on rates money the bloated pigs in this Hauraki bureaucracy under this disgusting corrupt lying
mayor is done. I benefit not one bit from anything, I have a septic tank all I get is water and I pay for my own rubbish,
what exactly do you do for me you useless thieves ? well except corruptly refuse to enforce bylaw complaints with
your absurdly incompetent and corrupt chief executive and service departments of weasel worded politcal hacks.
how does get stuffed sound.??
BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: its a core service , what is wrong with you people?
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: hands of our cash you thieving lying incompetent hacks
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
a whole new regime change and mayor next election is coming , the rot and corruption and wild spending on vanity
projects is totally against the wishes of rate payers, you have no mandate, councils are out of control in this country
especially with this new government and the never ending vanity stuff is utterly not worth it, how about those rail
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trails making a major net loss to rate payers? well? no one is using them to warrant the expense you virtue signalling
loons.
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46 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: You have got to stop increasing rates every year, no increases given for our income, council must like us
live within their means not keep borrowing and making us pay more and more each year. Have a good look at what
staff are getting paid and adjust that accordingly, too many top staff are overpaid and not producing great results,
think reduce not increase.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: Once again live within your means, stop spending so much, "It it is not broken don't fix it" as the saying
goes wait until you have sufficient money to do all the things required, stop increasing rates each year.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: Comment to this only when you have the money to do it.
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: Only do what is urgently required try to hold back on overspending
TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: No considered an urgent problem
WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: Only repair or upgrade what is considered urgent until money can be found and not
by increasing rates.
Councils seem to have the opinion that Home owners have a bottomless pit on which they can draw on more money,
but this has got to stop again as I have said live within your means not take all more pensioners/rate payers incomes.
BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: Let the property owners mow the berm when doing their lawns
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
Carry on with changing charges for cemeteries, and increase Rates Remissions and Postponement Policies we can't
keep paying for helping others we all need to share the responsibility.
GENERAL COMMENTS
As I have stated councils MUST stop increasing rates we can't keep going without just to pay the increases each year,
so many people I know have ended up selling their houses as they just couldn't keep paying the rates increases. Work
with what monies you have and not keep borrowing, if there is no money don't do the work.
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47 ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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48 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 1 Don’t increase the investment and reduce the level of service we provide
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Don’t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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49 Tom and Joy Gunner ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: Not all roads, but all main roads, need up grading.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: As we and some of us don't use library's, we feel it it cost to much for such a small town,not needed.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: It is a good policy to have clean toilets for the public and for health reasons.
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: A small portion of the town could have a upgrade but the cost must be kept to a minimum.
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: No comment.
WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: we don,t support some the projects, and we feel the skate board park would be a
waist of time and money, due to the fact that would and a lot would not, we have seen it in Thames as well,as they
have other grounds to play on as it is.
BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: This could help other projects there, i think there is enough unimployed to keep the streets tidy,
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: We feel that ratepayers and pensioners such us should not be penalized for improving our homes and we
do think this unjust, and feel that those how don,t improve there properties should pay the same as us, this would
make the rates fair and equal, as they own there own homes as well, it is hard for pensioners as it is and this will make
it worse, sorry but that is the facts, concerned pensioner and i am sure the will all agree.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
We feel that fees are important, but must kept to minimum to avoid extra cost to ratepayers.
GENERAL COMMENTS
We feel that a user pay way would help cover costs, the rail trail is one of them and over night stayers etc, all these
cost to maintain and service, so a small charge would not go a miss, i am sure there could be away to do this, golfers
pay a fee and tole roads pay a fee to help recover cost, the other thing is that higher rates well drive people out to
where there is cheaper rates, so split the rates for housing across the board and make those who don,t care pay as
well, thank you.
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50 Judith Rowe ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 5 Partner with Trust for library, community space and service centre
Comments: I support option 5. A well resourced Library is important for all communities and I like the idea of including
spaces for community groups. Although I don’t live in Ngatea (have a house in Paeroa), I am happy for an increase in
my rates to support improved libraries across the district. Also, please continue to employ professional qualified
librarians who are able to engage well with people from all cultures and backgrounds.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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51 ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: As senior citizens/Pensioners, we cannot see how you, H.D.C. expect us to be able to afford your rates
demands in ten years time, when, according to your current plans, you will be requiring us to find no less than FIFTYTHREE point EIGHT TWO PERCENT MORE than your current rates.
WHERE do you expect us, and the growing number of PENSIONERS in your area, to find these extra dollars ??? We
certainly don't expect our pensions to rise that much over the coming decade, (although that would be nice !!)
PLEASE BIN your sweet-dreams ideas and stick to your core council duties; it's already hard living here on a
pension, but it's a nice town to live in. THANKS
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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52 ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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53 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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54 ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
Make every department more accountable like any other business.
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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55 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: I believe the Wharf Street development combined with the Maritime Park
development will be a huge asset for Paeroa.
BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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56 Sue Duoba ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: Council employees mowing the larger berms should be a retained service - can you imagine how untidy
the town streets would become (and very quickly I surmise) if this service was discontinued. It's lovely to see the
streets looking neat and tidy and a great way for people to be welcomed into our township.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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57 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: I feel that rates should be based on the number of people living in a property, so the more you use local
facilities, the more you pay.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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58 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: HDC has a building in a good location. Invest in existing. Partnering, particularly with schools does not
generally work.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: Apply to TIF for funding
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Don’t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: Main st is fine as is
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: Support is dependant upon route
WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Relatively small population, so keep projects realistic for the affordability of the population and ratepayers. However
for instance for roading, the farming community benefit the most from the rural roading network and they impact
the most upon it (tankers, stock trucks, eartmovers, tractors plus the countless deteriorated cattle crossings) so they
should pay more via way of the rating take.
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59 ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 3 Increase investment even more
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I would be happy with a 6.5% rates increase in the first year in order to get all these projects underway. Council has
failed to maintain our infrastructure over the years and now we are paying the price with everything run down and
tired and in some cases either not working or not able to cope with the needs of the population. It is time we brought
everything back up to spec again and take some pride in our environment. We can't just keep focusing on things
related to tourism - there are more important issues like making sure the infrastructure needed for our permanent
population is up to spec and capable of supporting growth in the population. Stop spending money on creating new
things and for once act responsibly and properly look after what we have already got. And stop paying huge fees to
consultants like Opus. If you have to use external consultants then let's have a transparent process of obtaining
consultant input rather than just automatically using Opus.
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60 John Frater ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: Our road ( Rotokohu Rd) has continually missed on any maintenance for many years, the flow of traffic is
steadily becoming busier and busier as I`m sure many side roads are, will it ever get fixed?? we continually get told
that the trees and the peat nature of the ground are a problem, what on earth is going to happen to the road when
and if the Wind Farm goes to the end of the road?? If it means increased rates lets hope it gets done.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Suggest gold coin donation for use of cycleway by non rate payers.
Push harder with NZTA re better traffic flow in and around the town,
Temporary roundabout at Criterion Bridge gets a big tick
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61 Natasha Gibbs ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: More maintaining the roads would be good
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: A bigger children’s library would be lovely, what’s there now is very small and doesn’t allow a lot of room
with big families.seprate would be nice too.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: I do support upgrading the toilets.
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: I support a upgrade of the Ngatea streets, Especially for the children, a lot of children walk Ngatea
especially around school hours, and saturdays due to sports, especially a walk way or some kind of pedestrian
crossing for the children.
Ngatea entranc
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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62 Mark Arundel - Armey Family trust
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: When the berms look unkempt if Council allows them to grow enough to to look â€˜wild and weedyâ€™
you risk reducing civic pride and devaluing the town in the eyes of those who are opriuf to be there.
This was notable in Christchurch after the earthquake when parks and berms were not maintained . The Garden City
looked like no one cared .
What is the message you want to convey ?
The message received is likely to be why I care about keeping my property tidy if he council donâ€™t care ?
It is a question of leadership by example if civic pride is to be maintained .
The ramifications can be quite profound for what seems a minor issue .

ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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63 Marie Marsham ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Please continue to support and fund Go Waihi that does a brilliant job of the Beach Hop event!
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64 Janet Calley ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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65 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: Or maybe charge the property owner for mowing where the occupier neglects to maintain it.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: Should be proportional to property value and usage if for commercial use (includes farming).
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I feel less money should be provided to support sports clubs and the like where they can raise there own funds.
It is important to maintain roads, parks and reserves open to the general public to a high standard.
Where property owners/occupiers do not maintain their road frontage (especially in residential areas), this should be
done by the Council at the property owners expense (after notice warning of such).
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66 Anonymous - Two Creative
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: The state of the roads are terrible. In an area that has a high level of traffic, tricky conditions and plenty of
motorcyclists which has seen motorcycle-friendly barriers added, the roads themselves are left in a poor state, often
with loose gravel on them making them a hazard. When there's so much talk about reducing the road toll, I cannot
understand how this is allowed.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: Libraries are important but I disagree completely with the council's bullish plan to spend large sums of
money on building new libraries. For so much money to be spent on the new Paeroa library just so the council can
expand even further is ridiculous. Work smarter - don't just keep hiring new staff who are all paid for by the rate
payers.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: Nothing wrong with them
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: It has a huge amount of through traffic. Make it appealing and do the same with Paeroa
TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: Think about projects to get the thousands who travel through Paeroa each day to
stop. Think Tirau.
Paeroa's main street is old, uninviting and difficult to stop on.
Put in a 2-hour parking limit to stop all the shop owners parking on the street all day.
If Ngatea and Waihi are more inviting, no-one will stop in Paeroa unless it's to take a picture of the bottle which is out
of town.
BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: I think the council need to look to themselves to reduce costs. A new roof? A big car park? Someone to
provide cakes to the councillors? Continued trips to China?
Make building and sub-dividing easier and more affordable. More people paying rates means less chance of needing
increases. The red tape and inactivity of the council is incredible.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
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GENERAL COMMENTS
As above.
The council can't simply expect to keep spending on themselves. They are there to provide for the community, not
keep charging us to keep themselves in a job.
Make building, working, sub-dividing, expanding easier. That's the reason we have a housing crisis.
Make it easier, cut red tape and reduce costs.
Stop believing that you have a right to keep charging residents more. Look to yourselves for cost savings.
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67 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: Everyone can access or use the facilities etc that these rates fund and therefore it shouldn't matter the
value of your property
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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68 Cherry Rosenberg ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: Road Maintenance is important. We live on a dirt road, I would be curious to know if this would ever be
paved? We have milk tankers that add to the deterioration.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Why should rate payers who live rurally pay for water, wastewater, stormwater, rubbish and recycling? Please explain
how our rates are distributed when 39 cents in the dollar do not apply to us?
Thank you for providing this forum to comment.
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69 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 1 Don’t increase the investment and reduce the level of service we provide
Comments: Roads that are beyond state highways are in no way an issue to me. I travel from Waihi to Hamilton daily
and am happy with the state of roading. There is always roadworks occurring. If there were much more it would
interrupt traffic.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: There's nothing drawing people to Ngatea so why bother upgrading a dead town.
TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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70 David Hallums ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: So when do we get a road surface??. It seems like we are paying for everyone else to have a decent road
surface but we are left with just stone. I think we could of had a couple of new surfaces done instead of the new roof
on the council offices. Other costs would be a PAY freeze for two years which would make a significant dent in the
debt owed, plus curb spending on trips abroad for all staff.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: Option 2 would be best and less costley over the period
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: Yes to toilets upgrade. But how about businesses putting up the lions share as they will be the ones
benefitting
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: I agree with your option
TURUA WALKWAY Comments: Agree with your option
WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: Discontinue completely
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: Use the businesses to fund some if not all the changes. Those that struggle to pay rates as it is shouldn't
have to pay for those that do benefit
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
I would like to see a pay freeze on the senior office staff for two years. That would make a small dent in the debt
owed, plus all trips abroad funded by the council stopped for ten years to help pay for the debts already made. If we
stop these jaunts, rates would significantly lower or remain the same
GENERAL COMMENTS
Will the one who is responsible for the waste water debacle be removed or is it just a case of friend of a friend
syndrome again. Blow the expense it's not our money we can waste whatever.
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71 Jason Davis ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 3 Increase investment even more
Comments: We need to accept that growth is happening and that we should be building our community infrastructure
for the next 100 years now. Rates can increase as well as council debt as it is low with low borrowing costs. Use this to
build the infrastructure to generate a larger rates base in the future.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 5 Partner with Trust for library, community space and service centre
Comments: This is the time to sieze the opportunity to build a centre for the future of Ngatea. The Plains is such a
great community to live in and deserves a library that reflects this.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: With the growth in visitors due to the cycle way this should be completed.
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 3 Do a major upgrade of the main street
Comments: The entrance ways and the Main Street of Ngatea is a disgrace. It doesnâ€™t reflect the quality of
community who lives here and is an embarrassment. This should have been done years ago. We should absolutely
invest in the Main Street for the pride of the
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: This is a great project which should be completed and then linked to the cycle way to. This will bring
further growth and visitors to Turua and enable cyclists and pedestrians to access Thames.
WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: As in Auckland residential residents should be responsible for this.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: Those with higher capital value should absolutely pay a higher portion of rates. The well off of our
community should absolutely support the continued investment in our infrastructure that will have allowed them to
generate wealth in the first place. Due to the age demographic of wealth now with a older population owning much
more than the younger population. Predominantly due to capital gains in property values it is necessary to charge
more even if they complain. As they will look at it with a time frame of their last few years. Rather than the 50 years
plus for the youth who we should be creating the infrastructure of the future for.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Increase rates and council debt be brave and invest for our future. NZ has been done a disservice with lack of
infrastructure investment for over a generation. You can make the change and people will look back and say you
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made the hard but correct call and thank you. Rather than kicking the can down the road for another generation
when costs will have only increased again and the need become more dire.
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72 Lindsey Honey ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 1 Don’t increase the investment and reduce the level of service we provide
Comments: Some roads around Waihi are resealed even when they don't need it. Don't reseal unless they need it - not
in a rotation.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: N/a
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: Possibly reduce mowing in more rural areas of the town but close to CBD keep as is.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Council needs to look at cutting costs at the middle management level. Do all your office staff need to be there? Does
everyone work efficiently.
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73 Michael Barraclough ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: Let the user pay, auckland has already added a fuel tax, a massive proportion of the traffic is passing
through and on holiday. Its a bit hard on country folk to pay for 10,000 aucklanders weekending here. Alternatively,
put in some bypasses and add tolls
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: Ngatea will be underwater with sea level rise in 20 years. This town has no future.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: Ngatea will be lost to global warming. Unless you plan to raise the main street by 20 meters
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: Walkways are beautiful, they benefit locals and bring in tourusts. more is better at any price.
WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: What about people that are not connected to water, or sewage, why are we paying but get no benefit?
Many lifestyle properties are not businesses.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
Increased regulation leads to increases in complinace cost, becareful you dont end up with an auckland style housing
crisis where building a house has become a money gouging exercise, resulting in families sleeping in cars
GENERAL COMMENTS
I think we all accept rates will rise, its mostly a problem when incomes are not rising. Pensioners, people working at
minimum wage. Make sure every dollar is well spent to encourage wage increases and growth or naturing the
environment, not wasting money on complaince costs and churn.
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74 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 1 Don’t increase the investment and reduce the level of service we provide
Comments: My opinion is that, Roading is part of NZ infrastructure therefor needs to be funded by Government as
the roads are used by everyone, including tourist.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: Allow people to mow there own berms, as this happens in Auckland, people house frontage is their
responsibility.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: Allow people to burn their own rubbish with proper registered burning vessels will cut down on rubbish
collections.
Having Government be in more financial control on infrastructure, ie Roading/footpaths, Water/Drainage etc. These
are utilities used by everyone.

OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Why? is it that we are paying two sorts of rates, Hauraki Rates and Waikato Rates.
Political Correctness has got to a point that, it will be soon not affordable to live in regions let alone be affordable to
buy or rent a home. Turn the clock back on some of the needs, and have people more responsible for their actions
and property care.
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75 Graeme Martin ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: The section of Moresby Ave from the Gold Mine Class room down the hill and up to the College is a
disgrace.
The road and footpath need to be completely re-built bearing in mind that it is one of the major
roads in the township other then the State Highway.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: This is a good idea as we used to have to mow our berms years ago with only
those unable to getting their berms mowed.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
The footpaths around Waihi are getting overgrown and in many there are broken sections due to trucks crossing,
tree roots, subsidence etc. Many are dangerous for foot traffic likely to incur serious injury to anyone tripping and
falling.
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76 Patricia Legg - Paeroa Bed and Breakfast
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: We have to live within our means as individuals and so does each community. We can't suddenly have a
new bathroom if our income has not increased but it would look prettier, so neither should a community expect this.
A new library space is just not appropriate at this time.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: This should be deferred until it can be paid for out of existing budgets. Once again, only spent what you
can afford. If the community has got by without them up til now, this is not the time to add them.
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: It works perfectly well. It is easy parking, it is easy to get out of parking spaces safely, once again if this is
only cosmetic, it is wasting our money that we can't afford. We do not have an income that rises every year, and
rising rates so Ngatea
TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: Why why why? If people want to walk, use the rail trail!
WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: These are all projects that do not enhance my shopping, parking, driving or existing
in Paeroa. They are all ego ventures that cost money, THAT WE CANNOT AFFORD! Stick to your knitting please and
what really matters such as roading, sewage, water, lighting, etc. Do NOT think a rate increase is inevitable, just
reevaluate the role of the council and keep it in mind when someone comes up with 'pretty projects'. Perhaps those
people need to visit rate paying pensioners and see what a huge financial impact these increases have on their food
shopping, warmth in winter, use of a car.... al which have to be reduced to pay the rates.
BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: Mow your own berms!
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: Option 4: Go back to the budget and start cutting out the 'ego projects' that make no difference to the
residents' life style, so the rates remain at the same level. I am quite happy to do it for you!!!!!!!
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
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Yes, the council does a great job, best in the country, so stick to what you have been doing and don't be sidetracked
into adding what isn't needed. No rates increases, protects us all from hardship which is so much more important
than wharf street looking pretty!
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77 ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
My family lives on Maratoto Road and has one disabled person under its roof, who relies on a wheelchair.
We always seem to be paying for general services but without much of our rates benefiting our extra needs.
We would like to see:
1) Rubbish collection (currently costing us privately over $300 a year)
2) Accessible toilets: universal bathroom (See Changing Places and their first Universal bathroom launched in
Hamilton last week)
3) A swimming pool such as the hydropool at Waterworld. We currently have to travel 3 hours (return) to be able to
access a suitable pool.
Kind Regards,
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78 ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
Not gonna use it cause itâ€™s a rip off. Ashes to be scattered.
GENERAL COMMENTS
We feel money has been wasted by the council with stupid projects. Also I hope the councillors do not get a pay rise
as that should be the last thing on a budget.
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79 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: Lets keep Waihi looking tidy.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: I dont understand why farmers should be singled out to pay more rates. Yes their property is of higher
value (usually) than urban dwellers, but they get the same level of service or less. A lot of farms are on metal roads
that are not maintained. I have known farmers do their own maintenance and the dont get their berms mowed!
Some get a rubbish collection, some don't. Farmers have enough levies to pay without an added extra.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Please keep the funding going for Go Waihi as the town is getting a higher profile all the time. The Beach Hop
Warmup attracts a lot of visitors and local businesses gain.
I would like to see HDC buying more artwork for around the towns. There has been a start in Waihi and would be
great for it to gain momentum. Supporting local artists is essential. The Creative Communities fund goes some way
towards this.
Carpark at Waikino for the bridge...is that happening or has NZTA given up on the idea?
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80 Stuart Chambers ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 3 Increase investment even more
Comments: The first role of a district council is to provide good roads. This might mean borrowing money to provide
them as some district councils (Waipa) have done in the past. The aim should be to get all of them sealed as quickly as
possible, with the exception of those that are very seldom used.
North Rd, where our property is, is in constant bad repair for the first 2.5kms as there is traffic up and down it all day.
Grading lasts a day or two and then it is back to a "washing board". The two sealed corners, which were done over 20
years ago very cheaply, show the benefits of seal, albeit cheap.
I first came to North Rd in 1959. A quarry was in operation at that time 2 kms up it. The road had a good gravel
surface and this was maintained for the next 20 years. Recently, the large increase in traffic has played havoc with it.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 5 Partner with Trust for library, community space and service centre
Comments: Libraries should not be a council cost. Most people now download books very cheaply from Kindle or
Kobo or Google.
Have a library but combine it with a cafe or the like. In other words make it pay for itself and be no cost to the
taxpayer.

KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: Kaiaua and Miranda are areas of much tourist activity and this is only going to grow. These tourist will
bring considerable wealth into the district as a whole. Cyclists will soon discover the area in big numbers.
Good toilets are a way to bring in even
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 3 Do a major upgrade of the main street
Comments: Ngatea could be the envy of the Plains and greater Waikato. Tidied up it would be. It is a great little
village but could be better. I have heard people from oversea praise it heartily.
The farmer statue should be more visible though - in the centre of a
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: I really know nothing of this so can't comment. Any walkway is good news though.
WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: Really know nothing of these.
BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: I hate long grass in public areas. It is also a summer fire hazard.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
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Comments: People with more expensive properties often have less to pay rates with than others. They have
channelled much of their surplus funds into property maintenance rather than into frivolous things. By doing so they
have improved the aesthetics of the district and set standards. Why penalise them?
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
Use user pays as much as possible.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Thank you for providing this opportunity.
Apart from my grizzle about North Rd, I feel the District Council overall does a very good job of running a diverse
area. It is not an easy area to govern what with its drains, water supplies, stopbanks etc. Nevertheless it is a pleasure
to live in the area and with further work on roads, Ngatea township and Kaiaua, it will continue to improve to become
a sought after part of New Zealand.
Keep up the good work.
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81 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: All for maintaining roads they are a necessity.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: Depend if the costs are too large then its not feasible and does that mean someone losses a job mowing.
If the wages paid to mow are far less than reducing then not worth doing at this time but maybe later down the track.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: There is a lot of people struggling in small towns.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Go Waihi needs to stay and the information Center should go back to being volunteers again. Why such a well run
center was changed to an isite is beyond me. This is just another cost with no consultation to all ratepayers done.
There is drainage not being addressed I have lived in my property for over 16 years with a huge ditch that is rarely
seen to this makes me think there must be many other areas not addressed Victoria Street being one. Keeping the
water flowing is important to a town.
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82 Anna Mikaere ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: The big corner on Bush Rd with the uneven road surface signs need major attention.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 4 Partner with Trust for library and community space
Comments: Our schools are a major draw card for Ngatea and as such more money should be invested to provide a
quality community learning hub that would support our schools and the greater community at large.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: Although I do think that money should be spent on improving parking and footpaths along the main road
I don't think that we should over-invest here. I think we should replace the horrible outdated town signs on either side
of Ngatea though, as they reall
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: I also think the bridge leading into Paeroa (coming from Ngatea) needs some work
to improve its aesthetics.
BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I also think that we should include some te reo Maori in our signage or public spaces to contribute to the
normalisation of te reo Maori in mainstream NZ - it's a beautiful language and we should celebrate it rather than
diminish it.
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83 Graeme Lomas ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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84 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project, but question the amount needed to do this, sounds a bit
over the top?
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: why should someone be penalized with higher rates because they have a property with a higher capital
value?
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
how will we prevent/maintain coastal erosion?
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85 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: It took years to fix the Waihi town roundabout and our road sign was down for months so where does the
current funding go now little own an increase.
Does anyone bother to go around and check for repairs required
The gorge road is a nice drive but is left to flood and fall apart again does no one see this in the council.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: Driving into Paeroa is a eye sore with those run down rotten houses on the main
road next to the bottle, pull them down yet again no pride in your town.
BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: Start keeping all the streets tidy more regulary than what happens now the town lacks pride from the
Council, happy to take the dollars but for what and then to increase by such a high percent there needs to be changes
perhaps with the planers.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: We aren't getting value now,
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Open your eyes when you drive around and if it needs doing do it and if it's a contractor replace them if they haven't
completed on time.
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86 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 5 Partner with Trust for library, community space and service centre
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I have a property at Whiritoa and am always impressed and proud to tell friends that I am part of a community which
has rubbish pick up three times a week over the festive season. Now we are talking about costs could it be twice a
week or/and more recycle bins temporarily in place over the festive season?
Rates are currently high considering we donâ€™t have council water, ie bores or tanks. I would like to see that in the
long term plans.
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88 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 3b Build new library with customer service centre
Comments: Was going to say keep the same, until I heard a conversation about the council being helped out on
funding of a new site and community center near HPC. Not enough information been given to rate payers on this
project. What's that about????
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: They need help with projects from the flood.
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: WHAT!? The council has wasted so much money planting those space wasting gardens over the years. I
have been horrified at the total careless use of rate payers money watching perfectly healthy plantings being
disposed of. The footpaths in main St are fine
TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I'm pleased to have a forum to make comment. The option for many of us to attend the absurd meeting at our local
four square car park is just not possible when working.
If the council can't maintain our district with current rates or a small inflation adjusted increase, there must be a huge
problem with the Big Boys earning the big bucks at the top level of HDC. Which from what I hear, very few live in our
district. Perhaps it's time for that proverbial New Broom, just saying......
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90 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: Agree with council's proposals.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: Continuous rate increases that are well above income increases are not acceptable. There has to be
another way of council funding to replace and maintain essential infrastructure. A financial transaction tax should be
given serious consideration to this end. Council needs to be proactive in lobbying government to achieve an
alternative funding source.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
The rates rebate scheme cut off income levels are so low as to be ineffective in assisting low income families. The
councils needs to lobby for a realistic increase in the income cut off limits for the rates rebate scheme.
GENERAL COMMENTS
We think the funding for GO Waihi should at least remain the same, or be increased. The work they do in promoting
Waihi is vital to well-being of the community and also in attracting people to the area, essential for the economic
future of Waihi.
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92 Robert Spencer - N/A
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 5 Partner with Trust for library, community space and service centre
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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93 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 1 Don’t increase the investment and reduce the level of service we provide
Comments: I haven't seen any problems with the quality of roads in the region, so I'd prefer to stick with option 1.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: I think Option 2 is the better use of ratepayer's money.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
The "Bond documentation -Release of bond documents" fees seem excessive, so I oppose increasing this.
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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94 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: We live on the whangamata side and do not receive rubbish, waste water, water etc - we use about 2km
of roads before it turns into TCDC and think it would be unfair to increase our rates up to 40% over the next ten years
for the use of just 2km of roading. It is classed as State Highway also - no street lights etc to be maintained - we don't
like spray and don't want anything sprayed especially as we live next to a river so we think the rates we pay at present
are pretty fair.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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96 Nita Nagel ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: The berm in front of our house is larger than 20m and has only been mown by council 3 times in the last
year so we are certainly not getting our money's worth. We have had to tackle this ourselves so I would propose that
this land is gifted to homeowners to use should they want it, partilarly where the berm is situated between the home
and footpath as it is in our area. Surely it would be better to have the homeowner be responsible for the upkeep and
also have the land utilised. I would be interested in any feedback on this matter.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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100 bob tidd ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 1 Don’t increase the investment and reduce the level of service we provide
Comments: I lost hours of work when filled this all in a while back till the stupid system lost the lot when checking info
included in a link provided further down, so have to only give breif quick responce now and not explain as I did in last
attempt.
only need to do basic maintanance, but do it properly, no need to seal roads when nothing wrong with them, do
repairs only.
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: do maintenance only, do nothing to make appearance better as not justified expence
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: do maintenance only, do nothing to make appearance better as not justified expence
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: do maintenance only, do nothing to make appearance better as not justified expence
TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: do maintenance only, do nothing to make appearance better as not justified expence
WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: do maintenance only, do nothing to make appearance better as not justified
expence
BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: only reduce mowing for berms less than 2m wide, still mow berms greater than 2m wide.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 2 Go ahead with the proposal but phase it in over three years
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
do maintenance only, do nothing to make appearance better as not justified expence
I tried to look at this linked document but lost all my previous comments that explained the reasons for my
comments, but this silly system lost all that, so cannot view it fully now as too much time lost. so my general
comment above is overal importance. we do not want to pay more as already pay far too much for what we consider
a poor service for enforcement actions of noise control and smoke nuisance etc. not interested in wasting money on
making buildings or streets look pretty, they are not practical and not value for money.
GENERAL COMMENTS
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need to consider the comfort of residents to live in a quiet and peacefull area (that your website indicates it is to do,
but it doesn't), so need to control noise for all day not just after 9pm and no need to waste money in making streets
or buildings look pretty, just maintain them and do it properly, so we all get value for money for practical things not
decorative things.

From Email 06/04/2018
It was great to have been able to offer comments on the councils proposed long term plan.

Having lived and worked in many different areas around the country I have seen many differing approaches etc to
expenditure, plus it is a very hot topic for me and all my friends and family when discussing council services and
expenditure.

I and most appreciate that rates are necessary for a local body to perform the various functions etc they have to do,
but we feel that all expenditure needs to be mainly focused on practical things and issues not wasting money on
decorative things as they have no practical purpose or usefulness.

We prefer to see our rates etc go on council providing a practical service with a good service, not worrying about
making things look pretty.
For example we prefer to see better enforcement of noise (for all times of the day [not limited to only after 9pm]),
smoke nuisance and the many illegal car parking that occurs around the area (ie over drives and footpaths or double
parked).
These and many others are essential to all residents that enjoy peace and quiet and not having illegal activities
ignored because they are too hard or inconvenient for someone to enforce, or the resources and bylaws are
inadequate to address.

We would rather see better enforcement and creation of rules etc that make living more comfortable in our
neighbourhoods and streets for all law abiding citizens, rather than having more gardens in the street or trees etc,
which have no practical usefulness, they may look nice to some but not necessary and should only happen if can be
done within existing income structure and all practical items have been addressed properly.
Mowing of berms is a practical service but perhaps only needed for berms greater than 2m wide (large berms are only
due to roads being built smaller than they were originally designed for in the allocations of road reserves and unfair
on residents to mow large berms), we are in township but have a berm of about 5m which takes a lot of time to mow
and would not have bought the home, if no council mowing was done.

It is also a considered minimum service for any and all queries etc to be responded back to in the same way they were
asked (or noted as preferred) within a minimum time period (as I was told when I worked at 5 councils in past years
and staff were noted this was a policy requirement), yet I do not always get a response, however I do appreciate your
response which is great, but quite rare for this council as most issues raised never get a response at all.

I could go on for ever but those are the main issues my wife and I have, as well as the many others I speak to around
the areas and in other areas.
Councils should never waste money received from rate payers on building pretty buildings when functional and
practical buildings are all that is needed and are a better value for money, but even then only as they are needed,
along with adequate correct maintenance needed for functionality not making them pretty or wasting money on
non-useful statues that are ugly to most residents and visitors and cost far too much of our money.
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101 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: Just upgrade the existing library
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: The biggest thing that needs doing is the footpaths. Not only down the main street but walk 50 meters
down any side road and the footpaths are in a bad way. The concrete is lifting and shifting and the cross fall on some
parts are well beyond what you wou
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Stop mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (as per the rest of the district)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Just stick to the basics with what needs doing. Don't go overboard with spending on big ticket feel good items
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FEEDBACK #104
Submission to Hauraki District Council regarding Long term plan
April 2018

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback regarding the proposed Long Term Plan for the
Hauraki District. I would like to make a submission about the following regarding the Paeroa Ward:
1. Railway Reserve – Skate Park
 With regard to the upgrade and further development of the skate park it would be
good to provide some further facilities to this area. These could include a basketball
court and further parking on the large grass expanse behind the current playground.
This would provide young people a place to play basketball which is a popular sport
in Paeroa alongside their peers who are skating. The current place young people
play basketball out of school hours is at Paeroa College in a quite dark hidden area.
 If there were a choice between extending the current skatepark or providing extra
facilities it would be preferable a basketball court was added to cater to more of our
youth.
 The centrally located facilities are used extensively by a large cross section of our
youth currently which is great. The addition of a further facility would further
enhance this reach.
2. Positive Paeroa
 I was disappointed to read there would be a cut in the funding of Positive Paeroa
with the rationale for this to be a more self‐funded model. The benefits to having a
town promoter are immense and you only have to see Jo in action or spend some
time working alongside her to see the benefits of this.
 As a rate payer in both the Matamata Piako District and Hauraki District I am able to
see the benefits of having a promoter directly. We do not have a sole person to
promote Te Aroha (the place I reside) and, as a consequence, suffer from a lack of
co‐ordinated promotion. We are left to the mercy of the Business Association to
promote the town which therefore leaves us at the mercy of self interest from
business owners.
 Paeroa is “World Famous” for the number of events it holds. I have seen the role
the town promoter has played in many of these hard‐working voluntary committees.
The town promoter is able to provide an overview of what is happening in the town
thus enabling the linking of people and resources. In my mind this is helpful for the
volunteers involved. The town promoter wears the neutral hat within each of these
committees. The event that is being organised simply needs to be good for Paeroa
and is not on a self‐serving basis for the town promoter.
 Self‐funding may seem like a simple solution to cutting the Positive Paeroa funding
however I see this as a limited view and wonder who will actually apply for the top
funding now required? Is this now going to take the town promoter away from their
core business of promoting the town? Funding organisations are often not in the
position or it falls outside their scope to fund wages so where will the shortfall come
from. Are you then suggesting a cut in the salary of the town promoter when all
expenses in New Zealand have risen?
 The model of having a town promoter is something to be celebrated and shared
amongst other districts with the sole purpose of outlining how progressive and
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innovative we are as a District along with sharing the value we achieve for every
dollar spent. While this may seem like it could be summarised through financial
expenditure and financial gains this will not always be possible. The way to gauge
this would be to gather voice from the people of Paeroa as to where you could go if
you needed something done in the community, who the people are that get things
done and the benefits they have seen of the town promoter position – hence
qualitive data.
3. Multi Purpose Event Centre
 Paeroa is lacking a large event centre. We are bucking the trends in lots of areas
including population growth and we are attracting more and more investment into
the district. The population in Paeroa is currently ageing but has the huge potential
to attract young families with a range of very good schooling options and sporting
clubs and teams. To take part in sport there is an extra burden on people to travel
to indoor facilities given the lack of these in Paeroa.
 Maintaining the status quo is not growth – we need to be aspirational in our view of
this. I have seen this in action first hand with many people saying we would never
get an event centre built in Te Aroha, who would use it, who would fund it – and yet
we now a multicourt facility with conference facilities, used most nights of the week.
This has been made possible by open mindedness and the desire for the best
facilities we could have in a small town that cater to the widest range of ages and
groups. This is not to underestimate the strength of connection people have formed
while raising funds for this and the additional benefits of new sports being run and
not to mention a facility we are hugely proud of as a town.
 The people of Paeroa deserve the same facilities which cater for all ages, a range of
sports and gatherings which do nothing but strengthen a community. This can be
used to facilitate cross generational connections too.
 Using basketball as an example, the teams miss out on having the spectators that
would like to watch them and the ability to host multiple games or tournaments
because of the lack of an events centre. However, with such a centre you could host
many more things than just sports or you cost host sports and other things at the
same time.
 According to the current use of every council dollar spent it only takes 1 cent to
maintain the Event facilities in the whole district. I can’t imagine the addition of
these new facilities would add many further costs to this.
 Using Matamata Piako District again as an example there are now multiple event
centres throughout this district which provides the mandate for this to be similar in
the Hauraki District.
 It would be good to see a commitment from the council to commit funds to this
project that are available for a time period that would enable a committee to be
formed to firstly fundraise a portion and secondly seek outside funding for such a
large community project.

I am currently employed by Paeroa College as a Deputy Principal. I have held this position for 9
years. I am not making this submission on behalf of Paeroa College but through the detailed
knowledge and experience I have gained of the community which I am passionate about.
Jocelyn Hale – 13A and 13 C Bradley Street, Paeroa or 14 Churchill Avenue, Te Aroha
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021 111 6663 or work 862 7579 x206
jocelynh@paeroacollege.school.nz
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FEEDBACK #105
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

M2369314

Geoff Wells <geoffatihug@gmail.com>
Saturday, April 21, 2018 8:14 AM
info
Steve Fabish
Whiritoa Voluntary Rural Fire Force---CORRECTION----Water Tank Project for Inclusion
In HDC "10 year Plan"-WVRFF-Water Tanks-Project Proposal.doc; WVRFF-Map1-Existing & Proposed
TankPlacements.pdf; WVRFF-Map 2-Aerial-Existing & Proposed Tank Sites.pdf;
Certificate of Incorporation-WVRFF Inc..pdf

Good Morning,
With apologies,
Please find attached the corrected Project submission and Map 1 showing Existing & Proposed Tank Placements.
In my original Email below, Existing tanks were wrongly described in Section 2 of the submission as marked in blue
and proposed tanks in yellow.
The opposite is actually the case.
Also Map 1 as originally attached did not show the proposed additional tank in the Recreation Reserve Area near the
Surf Club.
Accordingly, please replace the Submission and other Attachments previously sent with those attached to this one,
Geoff Wells
From: Geoff Wells [mailto:geoffatihug@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2018 5:16 PM
To: info@hauraki-dc.govt.nz
Cc: 'Steve Fabish'
Subject: Whiritoa Voluntary Rural Fire Force----Water Tank Project for Inclusion In HDC "10 year Plan"--

Good Afternoon,
Please find attached a Project which the Whiritoa Voluntary Rural Fire Force, Waihi Ward, would like included in the
Council’s ongoing Long Term plan for Rates supported expenditure.
Please advise me if anything further is needed for this project to be considered for inclusion and, if not, when a
decision on inclusion might be given.
Regards,
Geoff Wells
Chairman, Management Committee, Whiritoa Voluntary Rural Fire Force Incorporated.
cc. Steve Fabish FYI

1
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Whiritoa Voluntary Rural Fire Force Incorporated.
Project for inclusion In Hauraki District Council 10 Year Plan.

1. NAME OF PROJECT:
Provision of Comprehensive, Reliable, and Time Enhanced Water
Supply for Fire Force Intervention in Home and Property Fires at
Whiritoa.

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT:
The placement of 4 x 25,000 litre water tanks in strategic positions within the
subdivision of Whiritoa to provide Comprehensive, Reliable, and Time Enhanced
Water Supply for the Fire Force.
The tanks would provide a static water supply to be used only for fire control and
Fire Force training purposes ( unless authorised for other use in emergency
situations by the Hauraki District Council.)
They would be maintained by the Fire Force, including emptying and refilling from
other accessible sources when necessary.
They would be located as indicated on Map 1, which shows existing tanks circled in
yellow and proposed additional tanks in blue, with aerial view in Map2).

3. BENEFITS TO THE WHIRITOA COMMUNITY
(a) The additional Tanks would provide the WVRFF with extended, timely, certain,
operationally standardised, and uncontaminated sources of water supply to
supplement the existing Tank supply at the Fire Station.
(b) The Tanks would also allow any other responding local Fire Service to connect to
a water supply and provide assistance in suppression and control.
(c) Overall, the project would therefore enhance providing an effective and realistic
response to protecting the Whiritoa community from Home and Property fires .

4. REASONS FOR TANKS AS A SUPPLEMENTARY SOURCE OF WATER
Housing has increased extensively in recent years and fire risks have certainly not
declined.
The Fire Force has two fire trucks.
If required by ongoing fire or fires in the community they must, at present, rely on
two tanks at the rear of the Fire Station to provide stable and clean replenishment of
their water supplies.
(Pg. 1)
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(a) Practice runs by the Fire Force have demonstrated that it takes approximately up
to 15 minutes for a round trip to the perimeters of the subdivision.
(b) In addition to travel time to and from each end of Kon Tiki road the layout of the
subdivision also increases water supply replenishment times in streets accessible
only from Kon Tiki Road or, in the case of Fishermans Bend, Tavern Lane.
(c) The current travel times for water replenishment, as confirmed by statistics and
experience, create a definite risk of allowing a fire to become out of control and
spread to other properties and dwellings.
(d) In a 15 minute round trip the fire trucks can only fill their fixed tanks with around
1800 to 2,000 litres of water.
(e) Once in place however, and connected to a 25,000 litre tank, the trucks have
immediate access to around 13 to 14 loads of water with no down time caused by
needing a return to the Fire Station.
(f) Other water tanks closest to a fire can also be used by any other Fire Force’s
trucks responding.
(g) Consideration of topography, site suitability, and maximum property coverage
from a given water supply site, together with time factors for containing possible
fires within the community, have resulted in the proposed location of tanks as
shown on the attached maps.
(h) These tanks would have standardised fittings to overcome additional time and
access delays inherent in other potential sources.
(i) The Fire Force has considered those other potential water supply sources
available within various areas of the subdivision.
(j) However, they are assessed as unsatisfactory for the following reasons:
(i)

Streams within the subdivision:
Time delay; Total inaccessibility from many places within community
boundaries; possible personnel and vehicle access to streams/creeks
(including 4 wheel drive vehicles ),together with depth of available water, can
also be restricted or denied by weather and tide conditions;
( Ramarama Stream, for example, while a possible source of water in the
North West area of the community would be subject to the latter uncertainty
of depth).

(ii)

Sea Water:
Tidal conditions and a long time delay in setup (pumps and hoses); pressure
difficulties in lifting water to Kon Tiki Road; danger of sand ingestion
crippling pumps; .
(Pg. 2)
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(iii)

Residential Water Tanks:
No guarantee that tanks of varying capacity will be completely or usefully full
(particularly in times of low rainfall & populated holidays and weekends);
lack of outlet connections suitable for direct coupling to a fire hose; possible
displacement of tanks if partially in ground and emptied; inefficient and delayed
supply if two crew members required to access through inspection hatch with ladder
and specialised hose; smaller bore fed tanks not equipped or able to sustain
continuous repeated pumping demand.
(iv)

Existing Water Tank at Whiritoa Surf‐Lifesaving Club:

Tank has small capacity and hence limited use; Asbestos ; Too close to Club if this
itself is subject to fire;
( Therefore it is proposed to place a larger tank in a suitably distant Recreation
Reserve location taking into consideration the nearby residential properties,
minimum visual negative effect, and not impeding Rescue Helicopter operation.
(v)

Water Tanker & Fire Truck from Waihi Fire Station & Fire Truck from
Whangamata:
Time delay could be critical; Access potentially impossible due to road closure
in conditions existing at the time; Limited on board water.

5. How the Tanks would be utilised for purpose:
Although the Tanks are not currently available, a number of possible plans have
been discussed to best utilise them once they are available
These plans would be fine tuned, possibly with a slight variation required for some
tanks. once the tanks are in place and practical trials can be run.
(a) The most likely procedure, assuming that Whiritoa has at least two appliances,
is that one appliance proceeds directly to the fire, and commences attack, while
the second proceeds to the nearest water tank. The second truck deposits a
portable pump and crew member at the tank, who establishes a link from the
tank to the pump.
The second truck then, (if roads allow) proceeds towards the fire, depositing
fire hose as it goes, linking back to the pump at the tank.
On arrival at the fire, the Officer in Charge will determine if the hose from the
tank supply is connected through the first or second truck.
Either decision will allow for multiple attacks on the fire front.
If the first truck is the desired connection, the second truck can then either
empty its own water tank onto the fire, or empty it into the first trucks tank, and
then return to the nearest designated tank and refill its tank.
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(Pg. 3

(b) If a neighbourhood layout does not allow a truck to deposit hose between a tank
and the fire, then fire crew will need to be deployed and manually establish this
link.
Only practical trials will establish which method will be necessary in particular
locations.

6. Nature of Hauraki District Council Assistance Sought:
WVRFF Incorporated (Certificate of Incorporation attached) seeks :
(a) THAT the Council grants Consent for the WVRFF to locate 4 x 25,000 litre water tanks
on Hauraki District Council reserve land in the Whiritoa subdivision
(as indicated on the attached maps.)
(b) THAT the Council includes in its 10 year Plan an intention to contribute, under
agreed conditions, to funding the purchase of the water tanks which, at one current
estimate, would cost $20,000 installed and fitted with standard connections for Fire
Appliances. (Future retail cost increases over time to be included)
(c) THAT any Council contribution be preferably, and if possible, available in 2018/2019
to enable early completion of the project.

7. WVRFF Incorporated‐Proposed Contribution to the Project:
The WVRFF Incorporated offers to enter into a negotiated agreement with the
Council for implementing the project.
This agreement could include the following conditions:
(a) That the WVRFF Inc. contribute an agreed amount to, or percentage of, the purchase
and delivery price of the Tanks,
(b) That the WVRFF Inc. undertake placement and installation of the Tanks in a manner
agreed upon with the Council and at no cost to the Council,
(c) That the WVRFF Inc. arranges, if it is not included in the purchase price, for the
outfitting of the Tanks with necessary fittings and at no cost to the Council.
(d) That the WVRFF Inc. undertakes to maintain the Tanks in a manner acceptable to the
Council and at no cost to the Council,

(Pg. 4)
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gjw@ihug.co.nz

c
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
WHIRITOA VOLUNTARY RURAL FIRE FORCE INCORPORATED
304353

This is to certify that THE WHIRITOA VOLUNTEER FIRE PARTY INCORPORATED was
incorporated under the Incorporated Societies Act 1908 on the 17th day of October 1986
and changed its name to WHIRITOA VOLUNTARY RURAL FIRE FORCE INCORPORATED on the
31st day of October 2002.

c

#
Registrar of Incorporated Societies
22nd day of October 2015

For further details visit www.societies.govt.nz

[]

Certificate printed 22 Oct 2015 06:46:05 NZT
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106 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Do not cut GO WAIHI funding as they are awesome and provide great things to waihi and the surrounding area.
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107 Lynton Campbell - Kaiaua Citizens and Ratepayers Association
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: We consider this an important part of Council's "business as usual" programme.
We request that the extra rates collected for this purpose be "ring-fenced" for this purpose only and not frittered
away on other Council costs.

ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: There is absolutely no appetite in our committee for committing to expenditure of this type when funds
are needed for what have been identified as essential work.
We do not support spending money that Council doesn't have on this type of project.
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: The support for this project is subject to the following comments.
The planning for improvement to the Kaiaua Public Toilets appear to be a complete shambles.
In 2015 approximately $150k was approved by Council for this work. Some superficial work was don
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: We see absolutely no need to spend Ward ratepayers funds on development of Ngatea's main street.
We view Ngatea as a service centre - not a retail hub. It is located on a State Highway.
The additional costs that will fall on Kaiaua ratepayers - both busin
TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: The safety reasons for this are compelling and the cost to all ratepayers is minimal.
WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: Only the latter 2 projects above appear to affect all ratepayers. We don't understand
this however the additional costs are minimal and if Council sees this work as essential we are not against these
projects.
Please explain why the projects are to be funded by just the Paeroa ward ratepayers while the Paeroa Domain
Entrance and Gardens and the development of Hutchinson Reserve falls on all ratepayers across the district.
BERM MOWING - Comments: We have no view on this matter.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
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Comments: We believe that the uniform charges should be just that and they should be levied equally on all
properties. The value of the property does not necessarily have any co-relation to affordability of rates.
Ability to pay should be dealt with by a relief/rebate system that should be subject to income testing.
Capitalizing unpaid rates against the relevant properties should also be considered so that Council can borrow against
those debts and be fully repaid on the subsequent disposal of the subject property.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
We could not find any detail in the plans relating to other issues facing the Kaiaua area.
We know that Council is currently scoping the "Kaiaua Community Plan" and we know that Council staff have
identified major drainage issues in the Kaiaua area.
Are their any provisions made for these developments in the 10 year plan?
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108 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I do NOT support cutting GO Waihi's funding over the next 10 years. Funding for GO Waihi should be at the very least
increased to keep pace with inflation, and should ideally be increased to deal with added compliance costs of things
like road closures.
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109 Pat Halloran ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: don't increase the funding just select the right people to make decisions on what roads need work.
Gilmour Street in Waihi was recently resurfaced yet the existing surface looked fine. How are the roads selected for
work and what roads need urgent catch up work. More information should be provided for your ratepayer to make
an informed call on this. Why hasn't that information been provided?
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do not support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: crazy costs - introduce user pays and get the user to contribute to the costs. Most users probably come
from outside the district
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do not support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do not support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: Looks like a lot of thought has gone into Paeroa once again getting huge funding.
Far too much takes place in Paeroa when events could be spread to Waihi and Ngatea. Does the Mayor live in
Paeroa! Get the balance right and then you may find support from other areas.
BERM MOWING - Keep mowing berms on streets less than 20 metres wide (status quo)
Comments: Get someone to check what the contractor is up to. A lot of work appears to be done unsupervised or not
checked. No wonder costs continue to increase or services degraded.
ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: An easy way to increase rates.... Council needs to buck up and check that the ratepayers money is being
carefully spent. Do not change the rating system which is the fairest of all. Why should someone who has a more
expensive property pay more! They don't use more footpaths, don't use the roads more, don't have more waste. Is it
simply because they appear to have more money but in reality do they. Where are the council regulators. I see
numerous signs around town barring this and ordering that yet they are simply ignored by all and sundry. Footpaths
are provided for pedestrian traffic yet all manner of vehicles park over them barring pedestrian traffic. Vehicles
ignore no parking signs or yellow lines. The point being these signs, painted lines etc are there to serve a purpose yet
because they are not regulated people ignore them. Why not have a parking inspector as other centres do - a great
way to bring in income and get people obeying your signs. Or get rid of the signs etc because they do not do the job
intended as people continually ignore them creating safety issues etc.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
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I would like to see some information included on council spending. What salaries are being paid, what is the cost of
council entertainment, what checks are done to ensure council staff driving around in council vehicles are actually
achieving timely outcomes to their responsibilities. What are the administration costs for council. Who make dumb
decisions such as sending letters on this discussion paper to all house owners instead of simply selecting a ratepayer
which then captures those who own more than one house. There are savings that can be made and council has a
responsibility to its ratepayers to check these first before suggesting any increases. Let see the council step up and be
seen to do its job properly.
GENERAL COMMENTS
This Need to Talk is short on information and appears to be directed to get a specific outcome which is to simply
increase rates. More information is needed for ratepayers to make informed decisions. Lets do this again when more
facts are available and ratepayers are then able to make more informed responses.
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110 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: Maintain current space - better parking facilities especially for our senior citizens who are the majority
user group
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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111 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 1 Stick with the same
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do not support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do not support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
-
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112 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: core business must be done / please try to partner with other councils to try and keep the costs down
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 5 Partner with Trust for library, community space and service centre
Comments: This is I feel important for the future growth of Nageta
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: needs to be done (core)
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 2 Do a partial upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET I do support the Wharf Street development
RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK I do support the Upgrade skate park at Railway Reserve
MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK I do support the Extension of Marshall Street campervan carpark
OLGA STREET WALKWAY I do not support the Improved Olga Street walkway
PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE I do not support the Paeroa Domain entrance and gardens
HUTCHINSON RESERVE I do not support the Development of Hutchinson Reserve
Paeroa Ward projects comments: How many people know where the Hutchinson Reserve is and do we really need
another reserve this money could better better spent at the railway reserve.
Maintain the garden within the Domain ,but why upgrade the gates is this really needed
How many people use the Olga street walk way ,can we not just maintain it to a base level and re look at it once our
core project are done
Can you please advise me as to if i am right over the ten years of this plan are we looking at a 40 percent rise in local
rates ,plus a increase in water and regional rates ,am I reading this correctly

BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: no one likes a increase but if this is need go ahead but stage it so people can re adjust their budgets to
cover the change.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
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I note that your figures are based on 2015 values ,so have you taken in to account that there has been a shift in values
and how this will effect fixed income families and do you have a back up plan for when this hits and blows out these
incomes eg let people know if the can source help through rates relief(government funded i be leave)
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113 Jennifer Jones ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Whiritoa needs a lower speed limit or at least a solar slow down sign as drivers enter whiritoa. There are many young
children around on small bikes and playing beside roads and many cars go to fast to stop if a child ran out in front of
them.
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114 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: Current toilets are inadequate for the amount of use they are getting. Not only updating but expanding
the size to cope with the demands, particularly of tourists.
Perhaps additional toilets could be an option.
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 3 Do a major upgrade of the main street
Comments: TURUA WALKWAY I do support the Turua walkway project
Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 1 Go with our proposal to change it
Comments: I'm willing to pay whatever rates are required, within reason!
Particularly for work within Kaiaua! Work cannot be done without appropriate funding.
Work needs doing, rates need to increase.
OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
I support rates increase to achieve improvements in my local community.
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FEEDBACK #115
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

m2370697

Sarah Nathan <sarah@creativewaikato.co.nz>
Thursday, April 26, 2018 5:42 PM
info
Re: Hauraki District Council - We need to talk submission
WAN submission (small file).pdf

Many thanks
Please find an attachment to accompany our submission
Regards
Sarah

Sarah Nathan
Chief Executive

CREATIVE WAIKATO : TOI WAIKATO
0508 427 892 : 021 279 2338
131 Alexandra St, Hamilton : PO Box 9304 : Hamilton 3240
creativewaikato.co.nz

On Thu, Apr 26, 2018 at 5:38 PM, Hauraki District Council <info@hauraki-dc.govt.nz> wrote:
Hi Sarah Nathan
Thank you for taking the time to provide your feedback on the issues we are faced with over the next ten
years.
A copy of your submission is available below.
Name:
Organisation (if applicable):
Email:
Phone (Day):
Postal Address:
Please do not include my
name/organisation in any
publicly published documents,
e.g. Council agendas:
Ngatea library comments :

General comments :

Sarah Nathan
Creative Waikato
sarah@creativewaikato.co.nz
0212792338
131 Alexandra St, Hamilton
Unchecked
Creative Waikato is highly supporting of improving Ngatea Library and
developing a community space.
Communities need common gathering places for social and cultural
development. And we know from recent arts research across the Waikato
region that Libraries are the #1 valued cultural service.
Thank you for a clear and easy to read LTP document. We commend your
work. What is not highly evident is a Hauraki plan for arts and culture. We
understand this, as while we know it is important to you, you have many
other pressing infrastructural and social priorities. Creative Waikato would
like to help Hauraki DC define a simple but effective plan for arts and
culture development in the District.
1
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I will send through an attachment email to Council (cant find a way to
upload an attachment here) regarding the Waikato Arts Navigator.
It is a joint framework developed by Creative Waikato available to all
Councils in the wider Waikato region. It goal is to build a collective vision
for arts and creative outcomes in your community.
Creative Waikato would like to work with your staff to devise a simple
arts action plan for the Hauraki District to align to regional goals of:
• Creative Prosperity
• Creative Experiences
• Creative Wellbeing
• Creative Excellence
This is a simple way to have an effective arts strategy utilizing existing
knowledge of your communities’ activities and working from strengths.
Start with what you are already doing and build from there.
Lets talk more.
Creative Waikato has been working hard in the Hauraki region for the last
6 years at no cost to HDC, mainly thanks to funding from Trust Waikato.
We support artists, build capability with arts groups, build audiences and
advocate nationally for better arts investment in our communities.
We request as part of this submission:
1) The opportunity to work with your staff over the next 3 years to
develop an arts plan that aligns with the Waikato arts Navigator
2) That HDC allocate Creative Waikato $2,000 per annum to support and
build focus to grow the Hauraki Creative Community.
Email me to let me know what
the Council decides after
Checked
considering this feedback:
##############################################################
DISCLAIMER:
This e-mail message and accompanying data may contain information that is confidential
and subject to privilege.
If you are not the intended recipient, you are notified that any use, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this message or data is prohibited.
If you have received this e-mail in error please notify the sender or Hauraki District
Council at postmaster@hauraki-dc.govt.nz immediately and delete all material
pertaining to this e-mail.
##############################################################

2
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Your compass to great art outcomes.
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Prosperit
y

Excellence

Why.

Arts &
Culture

Wellbeing

When arts and culture are strong and visible,
communities are strong and visible.
Art and culture simply makes life better.
It helps to to build resilient and diverse
communities and improve our quality of
life. Great art and culture inspires learning,
boosts our economy, enhances wellbeing
and builds our region’s reputation.
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Experiences

The vision.
If all our local authorities shared
a single, simple blueprint for arts
aspirations and planning, the
impact for our communities would
be significantly greater.
We all want the same things for
our communities – wellbeing,
prosperity, shared experiences and
regional excellence. So let’s align
our actions to get there together.
The Waikato Arts Navigator creates
a shared framework, including a
vision and strategy, for supporting
and strengthening arts and culture
in the our region.
By using the Waikato Arts Navigator as our common tool for arts and
culture planning and decision making, we can all track in the same
direction and cross regional efforts will support, complement and
strengthen one another.
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How.

W h at w i l l w e
f o cus o n ?

The Waikato Arts Navigator is a simple and effective
framework supported by a set of helpful tools.
Each local authority can utilise the Navigator to develop
simple and practical plans that support arts and culture in
their community. The plans will be tailored to the unique
strengths of each area, however they will align through
common goals.
By aligning local actions within these key pillars the result
for the Waikato will be a regional synergy which will magnify
collective efforts. Additionally when we grow a common
understanding of the benefits of arts and culture we will be
in a better position to support regional progress.
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The Navigator
Framework.
CREATIVE
PROSPERITY

CREATIVE
EXPERIENCES

CREATIVE
WELLBEING

Excellence

CREATIVE
EXCELLENCE

Outcomes

Outcomes

Outcomes

Outcomes

Creative economies

Community participation

Mental & physical health

Build a national audience

Attract new residents

Community and
cultural expression

Community engagement

Youth development

Retain youth

Recreation and
interaction

Collective and
individual identity

Culture of excellence
& achievement

National perceptions

Local pride

Create, grow and
strengthen communities

Creative export
opportunities

Your Plan

Your Plan

Your Plan

Your Plan

Action

Action

Action

Action
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Prosper
ity
Arts &
Culture

Wellbeing

Experiences

The Navigator Framework identifies
the 4 Pillars (or Destinations).
Under each Pillar are key outcomes.
Look through the outcomes and
think about which of these feel
most important to your own
community.
Next you can start to develop
arts actions that support these
outcomes. These actions may
already be in place – and this
framework simply helps to
articulate the local and regional
impact of your work.

Tools.
There will be a range of tools to support
the framework.
• Blueprints for developing simple but
effective arts plans
• Data and statistics about arts engagement and participation
in the Waikato
• Assessment tools (where are you currently?)
• Understanding how to support toi Māori (Māori arts)
• Best practice examples and case studies
• Tips for engaging your communities in the discussion
• How to document your successes
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The Big
Picture.
Where will this lead us? Well, not only will we be better off
as a result of more actions that support and elevate our
communities, but we will actually be able to see the results.
As each district adopts and applies the framework we will
document the plans and outcomes into a collective picture of
the Waikato arts sector.
By being able to see all of the key arts outcomes across
the wider region we can create a compelling picture of
our region’s uniqueness. This becomes a powerful tool for
communications, advocacy, fundraising and community
engagement. Furthermore, it becomes an exciting platform
to share, inspire and generate new and exciting opportunities
for arts participation and experiences for our communities.

Results focused
Regional Picture
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Next.
When you are ready, Creative Waikato will
come and talk to you about your local arts
communities and give you an overview of work
we are already doing in your area. We will work
with you to explain the process, to adopt the
Navigator and assist you in developing your own
simple arts plan.

Things we will look at together;
• What is in your existing plan?

Let’s talk.
We will follow up this submission with the appropriate
people in your organisation. Creative Waikato’s
services are funded primarily by Trust Waikato and
Hamilton City Council (for activity within Hamilton).
Creative Waikato covers the wider Waikato area
including 10 local government authority areas. As
part of this submission we are requesting a small
financial contribution from your organisation to
support the Navigator and our ongoing services to
your area.
All ongoing strategic support to implement the
Navigator in your area is free of charge.

• What are the big opportunities in your
district?
• What are the local aspirations?
• What is the low hanging fruit?

Contact

• How to make an early and effective start

Sarah Nathan
Chief Executive

We will then work with you to identify actions
in your region that are tangible, realistic and
regionally aligned.

Creative Waikato
021 279 2338
sarah@creativewaikato.co.nz
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116 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
We strongly disapprove to the cut-off for the GO Waihi funding. I believe that GO Waihi has contributed to all of
Waihiâ€™s businesses and itâ€™s community.
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117 Anonymous ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Option 2 Increase investment to get back on track (our preferred option)
Comments: The Waitakaruru Bridge is not suitable for a Main Highway and desperatly needs work
ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Option 2 Improve existing library space
Comments: You have a building,Upgrade it.
If you build a new one what happens to the old one?
If you demolish it your already thousands behind.Aspesto's
KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS I do support the Kaiaua public toilets project
Comments: If you want Freedom Campers there(which i agree with)give them the facilties.
Showers that they can pay for.Charge them a gold coin donation to maintain them.(userpays)
NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Option 1 Donâ€™t do an upgrade of the main street
Comments: Do you have the money
TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Option 3 Leave it as it is
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
What is happening with the Kaiaua Drainage Plan?
Charge Freedom Campers to stay on the Coast,everyone can afford a gold coin.(we would have had the toilets
upgraded if we did)
Could get the the council man to do it (probably not trust worthy with money though).
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118 Melanie Shea BOT Chairperson - Hauraki Plains College
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: On behalf of the Hauraki Plains College governing Board of Trustees and our school community we fully
endorse the proposal for partnering with The Haurakian Charitable Trust to deliver a joint community space.
We believe that our children and young people are our future and that a joint venture/partnership will provide a
facility that is sustainable, cost effective and will meet community needs, now and for future generations.
It is envisaged that with more and more online learning, the proposed joint community space will provide an
environment for people of all ages as continuous learning and career pathways are facing constant and persistent
change.
For Hauraki Plains College, teaching our young people to be responsible and contributing citizens in a caring
community is an integral part of what we do. Therefore a community partnership to deliver a community space will
undoubtedly provide expansive opportunities for young and not so young alike.
Representatives from Hauraki Plains College would like to make a short presentation in support of these comments.

KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
-
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119 Pamela Aranyos - Take Note Paeroa
ISSUE 1: MAINTAINING OUR ROADS
Comments: ISSUE 2: PROJECTS IN YOUR PATCH
NGATEA LIBRARY Comments: KAIAUA PUBLIC TOILETS Comments: NGATEA MAINSTREET UPGRADE Comments: TURUA WALKWAY Comments: WHARF STREET RAILWAY RESERVE SKATE PARK MARSHALL STREET CAMPERVAN CARPARK OLGA STREET WALKWAY PAEROA DOMAIN ENTRANCE HUTCHINSON RESERVE Paeroa Ward projects comments: BERM MOWING - Comments: ISSUE 3: RATES AFFORDABILITY
Comments: OTHER FINANCIAL COMMENTS
GENERAL COMMENTS
Have made no comment above. My submission is...
Belmont Road, Paeroa. The camber of the road has led to trucks pulling into parallel park being stuck against the
retail veranda awnings. This has caused damage to the signage of businesses and pulled down guttering and
supports. One truck was stuck to the front of the buildings for several hours - they eventually raised the pavement
side of the truck with numerous pieces of wood and lots of small movements. I propose that there is a sign warning
trucks with high loads that the camber of the road will make their trucks lean towards the buildings and they should
avoid pulling into the pavement in those areas where the camber can create this problem.
Adverse Camber sign showing the likelihood of high truck hitting a building and distance (next 1km) or whatever it is.
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